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Abstract

Based on the result of the Feasibility Study undertaken since 1991, Indonesia may enter
in the new nuclear era by introduction of several Nuclear Power Plants in our energy
supply system. Requirements for the future NPP's are developed in two step approach.
First step is for the immediate future that is the next 50 years where the system will be
dominated by A-LWR's/A-PHWR's and the second step is for the time period beyond 50
years in which new reactor systems may start to dominate. The integral reactor concept
provides a revolutionary improvements in terms of conceptual and safety. However, it
creates a new set of complexe machinery and operational problems of its own. The paper
concerns with a brief description of nuclear technology status in Indonesia and a
qualitative asssessment of integral reactor concept.

INTRODUCTION

In Indonesia, a developing country with low per capita gross national product,
energy consumption since 1970 has been continually increasing in support of the
development in all sectors. In case of electricity, the rate of increase of electricity
consumption during the last two years has been more than 15% per year. This poses
serious challenges to both natural and financial resources of the country. The fossil
energy is not unlimited. Hence, it is necessary to diversify our energy resources. The
integration of Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) in energy supply development has been
considered based on the national energy policy which is stipulates among others :
diversification, environmental concerns and conservation in support of sustainable
development.

A comprehensive and in-depth Feasibility Study has been under taken since
November 1991 to give strong justification to Nuclear Power Plants introduction in our
electricity system. This study covers both techno-economic and safety aspects as well as
site and environmental aspects.

Based on the Feasibility Study Report, also called Non-Site Study Report, which
is submitted on December 30, 1993, coal fired plants will dominate the electricity
generation system. The optimization shows that the first NPP is feasible in the year 2004.
The contribution of NPP will increase in accordance with the demand.

Regarding the reactor nuclear technology and safety requirements, two steps
approach has been considered : for the next 50 years period and beyond 50 years. In the
first period, the NPPs will be dominated by present proven system with some
evolutionary improvements in technology and safety. Beyond 50 years, new evolutionary
and revolutionary type of reactors may emerge, with very special characteristics in terms
of conceptual, safety, fuel and performances aspects. In this period, the integrated type of
reactor, which is a complete departure from current LWR design, might have a great
chance to enter in the market.
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STATUS OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY IN INDONESIA : FEASIBILITY
STUDY FOR FIRST NPP

In September 1989 the Indonesian government decided to perform a new the
NPP's feasibility study including a comprehensive investigation of the Muria site. The
study itself should be carried out by the National Atomic Energy Agency / BATAN under
the directives of the Energy Committee (PTE) of the Department of Mines and Energy,
and with the cooperation of other institution such as State Electricity Enterprise (PLN).

On August 23, 1991, an agreement was signed in Jakarta between the Indonesian
Ministry of Finance and BATAN on behalf of Indonesian government, and the
consultancy company NEWJEC Inc. (Japan). This agreement contracts NEWJEC Inc. for
a four and a half year period to perform a site selection and evaluation, as well as a
comprehensive NPP's Feasibility Study.

The scope of the feasibility study includes two main components :

• The non-site studies, covering energy demand and supply , energy economy
and financing, technology and safety aspects, the fuel cycle and waste
management, and general management aspects, among other things.

• Site and environmental studies, covering field investigation and assessment of
candidate sites, site qualification and evaluation, and environmental, socio-
economic and socio-cultural impacts.

On December 30, 1993, the Feasibility Study Report (FSR), also called Non-site
Study Report (FSR), was submitted. A final report including a site and environmental
report, and a preliminary safety analysis report will be provided at the end of the four and
a half year contract. These documents will provide the information necessary for site
permit application, for the design engineering basis and other project and industrial
infrastructure preparations.

Safety aspects are of utmost concern in the FSR, which cover and assess not only
the proven designs available in the market at present, but also advanced systems expected
to enter the market in the near future.

The main results of the FSR are among others Primary Energy Supply Scenario
shown on Table 1.

Table 1. Energy Supply Scenario Share of Primary Energy Supply (%)
PRIMARY ENERGY
Oil
Gas
Coal
Nuclear
Others (hydro,
geothermal)

1990
60.21
32.52
5.72

0
1.55

2000
60.90
18.60
18.21

0
2.40

2010
51.14

7.01
35.55

3.92
2.38

2019
34.34
3.41

54.29
6.18
1.79

Coal fired plants will dominate the electricity generation system. Nuclear Power
Plants will increase in accordance with the demand. The data from this scope of work are
used for optimization studies in the development of the Java-Bali electric system. The
optimization shows that the first NPP's operation is feasible in the year 2004. In the year
2019 the share of NPPs will give a contribution of 10% of the electricity supply, an
amount equal to about 12,600 MW.
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APPROACH TO FUTURE REACTOR
The approach for nuclear reactor technology and safety is developed in two steps.

The first step is the next 50 years where the system will be dominated by the present
proven system notably LWR's and to a lesser extent PHWR's with some evolutionary
improvements in technology and safety of the system. The main reasons for this is : the
present NPP's are quite competitive with respect to coal plant, they are cleaner than
fossil plants and they have good operational and safety performance.

The evolutionary improvements in the safety and technology must be performed
to reach better performance, better economics, better protection for the investors and
wider acceptance by the public.

The so-called "advanced reactor", such as ABWR or AP-600, offer improved
safety systems features by simplification and introduction of passive safety features. In
other point of view, the improvement of man-machine interface in the system is also a
good point for these advanced reactors in order to resolve the complexity of the machine
and make the operator's life easier.

In longer term future, despite efforts in conservation and efficiency programs in
energy production and use, the tendency of energy demand will keep increasing well into
the long term future. This is due to increasing of living standard and the population
growth especially in developing countries.

Nuclear energy can have a very important role in energy supply system, if it
succeeds in its development and rises to challenges it is facing. If not, the role of nuclear
energy will be replaced by coal or gaz.

The challenges that should be resolved are :

• possible weapons proliferation and diversion of nuclear materials
• sabotage against nuclear facilities
• safety concerns
• radioactive wastes and environmental issues
• standardization of future plants

From the challenges mentioned above, the possible requirements for next
generation of NPP's would be in essence based on revolutionary concepts which are
among others:

• design NPP's that provides inherent resistance to sabotage and man-induced
events through physical, security, and institutional design and arrangement

• concerns over safety should be eliminated through non catastrophe reactor and
fuel design (no core melt accident)

• standardization of future NPP's is of great development in order to reduce and
keep the development cost at reasonable level, on the other hand this will
improve the economy of the NPP's

In this context, the integral reactor concepts provide a remarkable inherent
safety features.
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QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF INTEGRATED REACTOR CONCEPTS

Inherent Safety Concepts

After Three Mille Island-2 and Chernobyl-4 accidents within the nuclear reactor
society in the world there are groups who are developing ideas of a new generation of
reactors which is characterized by a much higher standard of safety incorporating
forgiving reactor system and inherent safety design. This set of inherent characteristics by
definition shall tolerate any mistake occured during operation. It can mean that in an
accident condition the inherent characteristics could allow enough time for the operator to
correct the mistakes, could respond to neutralize the hazard, and could be left safely
without any human interference.

At present it has been recognized that inherent safety characteristics are the
dominant advantage of High Temperature Gaz Cooled Reactors which incorporates
multicoated ceramic particle fuel, inert helium coolant, high thermal capacity and good
convective heat transfer whereas, PIUS design concept are manifesting the solution for
light water reactor versions.

It is generaly accepted among the nuclear reactor designers that the technology of
"next generation" reactors must provide a guarantee that the core degradation accident
and consequences risk of serious radiation releases will not occur. A core degradation
accident can be defined as one where there is widespread break of the cladding and large
scale release of fission product inventory to the coolant. The upper end of this accident is
of course a complete core melt.

Many ways can be undertaken to prevent a core degradation accident. The
following two conditions must be fulfilled :

• keep the core submerged in water at all time to maintain integrity of fuel
• make sure that heat production does not exceed cooling capability of water

This two conditions could be achieved by placing the core within the neutron
poisonned coolant pool. The last will submerges the core when needed by passive nature.
Core cooling is effected by evaporation this water.

In the other point of view, in order to eliminate one the most important initiating
event of the core degradation accident, i.e. loss of primary coolant accident, the
integration of Steam Generators and pressurizer in the reactor pressure vessel has been
considered. In such reactor design, due to the absence of large diameter external piping
associated to primary system, no large break LOCA has to be handled by the safety
system.

Moreover, the simplification design is also considered in some integral type
reactors by eliminating control rods. The power output controlling is replaced by
adjusting the flow rate and the concentration of boric acid solution. In this case, no
reactivity initiated accident should be considered any more.

This new design, which is a complete departure from current Water Cooled
Reactor plants, exhibits a remarkable inherent safety characteristics for all accident
sequences. However, it creates a new set of complex machinery and operational problems
of its own.

Table 2 shows the features of four integral reactor design concepts.
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Table 2. Features of Some Integrated Type Reactors

NAME OF REACTOR P I U S ISER - CV
(SECURE-P)

SPWR H-H CAREM

DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION ASEA-ATOM Univ. of Tokyo JAER1 CNEA-INVAP
(SWEDEN) (JAPAN) (JAPAN) (ARGENTINA)

PLANT

THERMAL OUTPUT MWt 1616 645 1100

ELECTRIC OUTPUT MWe 500 210 350

100

27

PRIMARY
CIRCUIT

CORE
OUTLET/INLET
TEMPERATURE

294/263 323/289 310/280

MASS FLOW kg/s 9975 3254 6667

326/284

CORE OUTLET
PRESSURE

NUMBER OF LOOPS

NUMBER OF
SGs/PUMPs

MPa

UNIT

92

4

4/4

15.5

1

1/4

13

4

4/1

12.25

12/0

410

EQUIVALENT
DIAMETER/LENGTH

3.84/1.97 2.6/1.97 2.89/2.0 /1.4

CORE

NUMBER OF
ASSEMBLIES

193 89 120 61

OUTPUT DENSITY MW/ 71 63 84

URANIUM LOADING tons 67.5 27.0 35.5

OUTLET PRESSURE MPa 4.0 5.7 5.0 4.7

SECONDARY
CIRCUIT

STEAM
TEMPERATURE

MASS FLOW

FEED
TEMPERATURE

"C 263 300

ton/hr 2,990 1,280

°C 210 26

285

2,000

210

290

200

PRESSURE
VESSEL

MATERIAL PS Concrete STEEL

WEIGHT tons 135,000 1.400

STEEL STEEL

INNER
DIAMETER/HEIGHT

THICKNESS

VOLUME

m

m

m3

13/34.5

7.8 - 8.5

4300

6/26.4

0.3

600

6.6/25.9 2.84/11

0.12

120
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Table 2. (cont.)

NAME OF REACTOR PIUS
(SECURE-P)

ISER - CV SPWR H-H CAREM

SYSTEM
COMPOSITION

Integrated
reactor with SG

Immersion of
the primary
system in boric
acid solution
pool

No control rod

Passive
shutdown of
reactor by
density lock

same as leu

same s left

same s left

same as left

same as left

Main circulating
pump at RPV
top dome

same as left

Passive
shutdown by
hydraulic
pressure valves

same as left

Natural
circulation

Fast shutdown
by neutron
absorbing
element backed
up by passive
boron injection

SAFETY
FEATURES

Safety System Features

Integral design concept represents a complete departure from existing light water
reactor plants. The safety systems are designed on the basis of simplicity and reliability.
They are not depend on active engineered safety system, but ensured by the passive
nature. In case PIUS/ISER, the reactor shutdown is effected by allowing the injection of
boric water to the primary coolant. The interface between primary coolant and boric
water pool is assured by density lock, in case of PIUS/ISER and by hydraulic pressure
valves in case of SPWR. CAREM design uses control rods for fast shutdown. In all cases
no active engineered equipments are needed.

As mentionned above, the integration of primary system into RPV and
elimination of control rods (in case of PIUS/ISER), the initiating events to accident
conditions such as LOCA and RIA can not be hypothesized. Then, this concept could
obviously provide a higher safety level against core degradation accident than current
LWR design.

Reactor Design

In an integrated reactor the whole high energy primary system such as core, SG,
primary coolant and vapor dome is contained inside a single pressure vessel. The core is
placed at the bottom above which the SGs are locatefd. Self pressurization of the primary
system is the result of the liquid-vapor equilibrium in the upper part of RPV.

In such configuration, the dimension of RPV becomes relatively large; 13.4 m
diameter and 36 m height for PIUS (500 MWe) and 6 m diameter and 26.4 m height for
ISER (210 MWe). Such design will challenge the plants maintainability, especially for
the refuelling system and surveillance of Steam Generator tubes and the machinery.

Standardization

In order to be more economical and better licensability, the standard size of the
plant must be determined. The existing conceptual designs show various sizes ranged
from 10 MWe up to 600 MWe per unit.
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Although standardization is primarily an economic and licensing stability issue,
the achievement of high degrees of standardization also has benefits from the standpoint
of operations and maintenance, training, spare part management, and other
simplifications that could have indirect safety benefits.

Mini size plants, 25 - 30 MWe, might be an interesting option for electricity
generation in many isolated islands in Indonesia, indeed, the economic competitiveness
of such plant is a necessary conditions.

Steam Generator Design

Steam Generator (SG) is one of the most important components of the reactor
system. It is important as the core itself, because reliability with a minimum amount of
maintenances is mandatory for a long time period of time. Indeed, the availability of the
plant will be determined by the SG reliability. Specifically, in integral type reactor,
enhancement of the thermal effectiveness and resistance against corrosion is of utmost
concern to increase the plant performance.

Seismic Design Criteria

The internal reactor pressure vessel structure of integral type is completely
different from the existing design, i.e. by introduction of SGs in RPV just above the core.
Such configuration requires certainly higher requirements to seismic design.

Needs in the Future

In order to support the development of integral concept extensive experimental
program have been undertaken. However, the following research and development
(R&D) are considered necessary to develop the reactor more efficient:

• An efficient and reliable SG including the material development related to
corrosion protection.

• Reactor dynamics including the accidental conditions using large scale
thermal-hydraulic test facility.

• A demonstration/experimental plant might be necessary to be constructed to
demonstrate the operability and maintainability.

Beside this, to reach proveness of integral design technology the international
promotion must be supported by creation of industrial consortium. The work must be
developed together between designer, vendor, utility and the government.

SUMMARY

In the immediate future that is the next 50 years, the nuclear energy system will be
dominated by evolutionary improvements in technology and safety of the present proven
design of LWR and PHWR. Beyond 50 years, a new revolutionary concepts may emerge.
Among this, the integrated reactor concepts provide a remarkably safety inherent with
enhancement of passive features. The proveness of this concept must be followed by
demonstration of experimental reactor and supported by an industrial consortium.
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